
Sustainable Danish Design 



INGRID

STYLE IS FOR EVERYONE

monkeyglasses™  is a pioneer 
in the sustainable design of exclusive  

Danish design glasses at a reasonable price

&

Support Save The Orangutan



2015 PALETTE

Ocean

Eerie Green

Straw

Mouse Gray

Coral

Ruby

Mint

Granite

Moss

Earth

Smoke

Natural and Nordic, colors as you find them 
in nature. The colors fit your skin perfectly.

The handmade wood-like frames,
makes each pair unique.



INK

INGEMANN

Looking good, seeing good 
and doing good all at the same time



SMALL ADULTS

m o n k e y g l a s s e s ™
TEEN 

Berlin

Dex

Ibiz

Heaven

Isak



ZERO WASTE PROGRAM

At monkeyglasses™ most of the surplus material from the production of our glasses, is 
recycled and made into our cool accessories. For example, surplus material is turned into 
an acetate ring fitted with a leather cord that you can attach your glasses to. The same 
material is also used to produce finger rings and latest bracelets in different colorst.

Finger ring / Circle

Pend / MonkeyDo Bracelet / Glory



WE SUPPORT 
monkeyglasses™, support Save the Orangutan 
that fights for the survival of the orangutan 
and the rainforests of Borneo.

SUSTAINABILITY AT FIRST SIGHT

MonkeyGlasses have the environment and people in their sights and a focus on zero wastage. 
The unique frames are made from cotton fibres, and any residue is recycled into trendy 
accessories, while old glasses are re-used.

Looking good, seeing good and doing good all at the same time is easy. 

BIODEGRADABLE COTTON MATERIAL

Most of our glasses are made of cotton 
acetate. The raw material is biodegradable 
and comes from Italy.

ZERO WASTE 
A program, which means that leftove 
material from our production of glasses is 
used to produce accessories.



service@monkeyglasses.com ·  T +45 3311 1322 ·  www.monkeyglasses.dk

IZZY


